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HOUSE STYLE



Use British spelling except for –ize/izing – e.g. behaviour, humour, but organize,
organization (unless you are quoting from a primary source or text, in which case
you have to retain the original spelling).



Spell out nineteenth century, twentieth century, etc.



Numbers under 100 should be spelled out (ninety-nine, seventeen, etc.).



If you cite material from websites, please include the complete website address, the
date accessed, and the title or designation of the page from which the information
is drawn.



The Encyclopedia cannot feature footnotes or endnotes.



Use Harvard style for in-text references, e.g.:
Among the most important sources of information about our ancestors and neighbours
is their trash (Bloggs 1982). Some scholars have therefore argued that what is discarded
bears meaning (Dennett 1980:115-6; Dennett 1998).

Please note that a colon is used to separate the date from page numbers.
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